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For the time being, let S be a domain in Iw3. We wish to treat Maxwell’s 
boundary value problem: 
rot E - iwpH = J, 
rot H + iweE = K, 
(1.01) 
nxEI&!3=0. (1.02) 
Here J and K are given vector fields on S, p, and E are variable uniformly 
bounded and positive definite matrices and w E C. In this formulation, 
Maxwell’s boundary value problem has been treated by a number of authors, 
in particular by C. Miiller [9] in the homogeneous isotropic case (c = p = id) 
and by P. Werner [13] in the inhomogeneous isotropic case (E, TV variable 
scalars) using integral equation methods. One may also treat the general 
case using Hilbert space methods. To this end, (1.02) is generalized as follows: 
@ E C,(R3), (rot E, Q)&(S) = (E, rot @i>&(S). (1.02’) 
(Notation: A, “for every”; V, “there exists”). R. Leis [7, 81 has shown that 
we have a Fredholm alternative theorem (resp. uniqueness and existence) 
for interior (resp. exterior) boundary value problems. In the isotropic case, 
some very special domains with piecewise smooth boundaries can be treated 
if by reflection methods the problem at hand can be reduced to a problem with 
smooth boundaries ([5, 8, II]). With this exception, all results cited need 
sufficiently smooth boundaries 8s. This is quite natural if one wants to use 
integral equations; if Hilbert space methods are used, a certain difficulty 
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associated with Maxwell’s equations shows up: it is not trivial to estimate all 
derivatives of the components of a solution (E E H,(S)). This difficulty is 
overcome by R. Leis [7] in treating a new problem for which E can be 
estimated in HI . But when one proves equivalence of the original problem 
with the new one, smoothness of A!? is needed in an essential step of the 
proof. I f  AS is not smooth, this method must fail in general for there are 
examples of solutions to Maxwell’s problem with E $ H,(S) if S is a cone in 
Iw2 (Rinkens [lo]) or [w3 (Steinbach [12]). Thus for regions like this, Rellich’s 
Selection Theorem is of no use for us. Nevertheless, we want to establish a 
solution theory for a certain class of regions (“C-regions”) which contains 
regions with cone singularities or piecewise smooth boundaries. The idea is to 
prove compactness of T (solution operator for w = z) without using Rellich’s 
Theorem. Then a Fredholm alternative theorem and an expansion theorem 
follow. Compactness of T is shown with the aid of a generalization of Rellich’s 
Theorem for cones C: = {r . x / ‘r E (0, 1) A x E M}, IM C {x 1 1 x 1 = l}. 
This selection theorem is proved by expanding the vector fields involved in a 
series containing eigenfields of Maxwell’s Problem on M. For this purpose, 
we first generalize Maxwell’s Problem to the case when S is a Riemannian 
manifold of arbitrary dimension d. This can be done using alternating dif- 
ferential forms, taking E, K to be q-forms and H, J to be (q + I)-forms 
(0 ,( q < d - 1). When d = 3 and q = 1, we get the classical case. This 
generalization has been given by Weyl [14]. Weyl [14] (using integral equa- 
tions) and Breinlinger [3] (with Hilbert space methods) solved these genera- 
lized boundary value problems in the isotropic case if SC lV and &S is 
smooth. We get similar results in the general case if S C il+’ (M: Riemannian 
manifold) and S is a C-region. 
In the first section we shall provide some definitions and formulas of tensor 
analysis, in particular we define some Hilbert spaces consisting of q-forms 
and formulate the generalized Maxwell boundary value problem in this 
framework. In Section 2 we provide some decompositions of L,-fields (stated, 
for example, Friedrichs [5] and corresponding to the decomposition into 
gradient fields and divergence-free fields in classical vector analysis) as well as 
perturbations of such decompositions caused by anisotropy. We get a decom- 
position of Maxwell’s operator allowing us to reduce the general case to the 
case of divergence-free J, K (in classical language). We then develop a solution 
theory under the assumption that the solution operator T is compact. The 
rest of the paper is devoted to proving this result for C-regions. This proof 
works by induction on the space dimension d, namely, we show that the 
following propositions in turn imply each other: (a) compactness of the solu- 
tion operator for d-dimensional C-regions, (b) an expansion theorem for 
d-dimensional C-regions, (c) selection theorem for special (d + I)-dimen- 
sional regions, namely, cones C(IM): = {Y . x j r E (0, 1) A x EM} where 
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M C aK(O, 1) is a C-region, and (d) compactness of the solution operator for 
(d + I)-dimensional C-regions. 
Our results apply to regions with s compact. But we would like to point 
out that compactness of the solution operator for bounded regions is needed at 
an essential point when treating exterior boundary value problems (cf. [4, 61). 
This problem will be considered in a separate publication. 
1. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
1.1. Alternating D$erential Forms 
To fix notation (which is taken from [2]), we collect some formulas and 
definitions needed later. Let M be a real Cm-differentiable d-dimensional 
manifold. Let A*(m) denote the complex linear space of alternating covariant 
tensors of rank q associated with the tangent space at some point m E M. 
The space of corresponding tensor fields on M is denoted by AqM. The 
elements of AgM are called q-forms or q-fields. For such tensors (and tensor 
fields, too) we have an exterior product A: 
A: Aq(m) x An(m) + AP+‘+n), 
(E,F)- E AF. 
It satisfies the usual axioms, in particular 
E A F = (-l)pgF A E. (1-l) 
We have dim A*(m) = (t). Let V be a neighborhood of m, and let 
d,..., ud: V’-t R be coordinates. Then {dul,..., dud} is a basis for Al(m). We 
introduce multi-indices I = (& ,..., i,) with ii < iz < ... < i, . j I 1: = q is 
called the length of1. We define du’: = duil A ... A d& . Then {du’ 1 j I / = q} 
is a basis for An(m), so we can write E E An(,) uniquely in the form 
E = c El du’, E*Ea=. 
III=4 
Accordingly, we have locally for E E AQM 
E = c EI du’, E,: V+ @. 
IIl=q 
We call E a Cm-field if the functions E, are C, for all coordinates. We intro- 
duce 
C-O(M): = {f : M---f @ 1 f  C,-function}, 
C,*(M): = {E E AqM 1 E Cm-field}, 
supp E: = {m EM 1 E(m) # 01, 
em”(M): = {E E C,“(M) 1 supp E compact}. 
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On C,q(M) we can define the linear operator d (exterior derivative) 
d: Gag(M) + C:+‘(M), 
E wdE. 
d satisfies the following rules: 
d(EAF)=dE,tF+(-l)gEAdF, 
dd = 0. 
Using coordinate expressions, we have 
dE = c i a EI duj A du’. 
,I,=R j=l au3 
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(1.3) 
(1.4) 
As additional structure, let M have a Riemannian metric [2, p. 1201 and an 
orientation [2, p. 1621. (In what follows, we shall use the term “manifold” 
as an abbreviation for “C,-differentiable real manifold with orientation and 
Riemannian metric”.) Then there are associated positive definitite bilinear 
forms and orientations on Al(m) and we may introduce a canonical isomor- 
phism (“Hodge star operator”) *: An(m) + Ad-q(m). Namely, let (cl,..., 8) 
be a positively oriented orthonormal basis for Al(m), then we define 
*d: = u(I) d’, III =q> 1 I’ 1 = d - q. (1.5) 
Here (I, I’) is a permutation rr of (l,..., d) and we put a(l) = f  1 according 
as 71 is even or odd. The operator * is independent of the orthonormal basis 
chosen, can be extended to AgM, and has, in particular, the following pro- 
perties: 
WE = (- l)+g) E, (1.6) 
*Eh*F=EhF, E E An(M), FE Ad-a(M). (1.7) 
We recall further that jhl E can be defined for E E tad(M) [2, p. 1901 and 
that we have 
s 
dE = 0 if E E &z-‘(M). (1.8) A4 
Finally, we remember transformations of q-forms: Let M, N be d-dimensional 
manifolds, and let T: M---f N be a diffeomorphism preserving orientation. 
Then a bijection T*: A’IIV- AqM can be defined canonically ([2, p. 140, 
Proposition 3.9.41) such that 
r*(E A F) = r*E A r*F, (1.9) 
T* dE = dr”E, (1.10) 
~~~~,E=~~T*E if EEC~“(N), UCM. (1.11) 
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1.2. Hilbert Spaces of q-forms 
Let us define some norms and scalar products. 
(E,F),: = *(E A a), 1 E Ia: = (E, E)i’2 if E, F E A’(m), 
(E, F)L,q(M): = s, *<E, F), if -6 F E ebc”(M), 
II E II L2q(M): = {(E, 4 ~24W731’2 if E E e‘m”(M). 
In what follows we frequently omit subscripts like q, L,Q(M), etc. We define 
L,Q(M): = cc,qs * II L,Q(M)), N: completion, 
rot: e,*(M) --f PO”(M), 
E ++dE, 
div: em”(M) -+ C:-‘(M), 
Et-+ (- l)‘Q-r”d-9’ *d*E. 
Using (l.l), (1.6), and (1.8), we get for E E cwq(M), F E C:+‘(M): 
(rot E, F) + (E, div F) = 0. (1.12) 
Let E E L2q, and suppose there exists H E Lifl such that for @ E C?$+‘, 
(H, 0) + (E, div CD) = 0. 
Then we write E E Rq(M) and define rot E: = H. Analogously, we write 
E E Dq(M), div E: = G ~L29-l if we have for YE c$-’ 
(G, Y) + (E, rot Y) = 0. 
By (1,12), the operators rot and div defined on Rg and Dq are extensions of 
rot and div defined on e-q. By (1.3) and (1.6), we still have 
rot rot = 0, div div = 0. (1.13) 
Dg(M) and R’J(M) are Hilbert spaces with the scalar products 
(E, F) R’: = (E, F) LZp + (rot E, rot F) Li+l, 
(E, F) D’: = (E, F) L: + (div E, div F) Li-l. 
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Let us agree that L2g, Rq,.,. = (0) if Q > d or 4 < 0. Then the following 
definitions make sense for all 4: 
R,Q(M): = {E EL~Q(M) 1 rot E = 0}, 
h’(M): = E E Rq(M) / Qs$+l (rot E, @) + (E, div @) = 0 
I 
9Q(M): = rot-) (closure in Lsq(M)), 
D,q(M): = {E EL,~(M) 1 div E = 0}, 
h’(M): = E E DQ(M) ( 
I 
A (div E, @) + (E, rot @) = 0 
CERq-1 
S(M): = div @+l(M) (closure in Lzg(M)). 
We note two properties of these spaces. 
LEMMA 1. Consider f E C,O(M) and E E &q(M), and let f and rot f be 
bounded. Then f. E E &q(M). 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the definition of fig if we 
use (cf. (I .2)) 
rot($E) = rot $ A E + 4 rot E, 
div(@) = (- l)Q(d-Q+l) *(rot 4 A *E) + 4 div E. 
LEMMA 2. 
(i) L,Q = Doq @ 994, Do* J-98, 
(ii) Lzq = Roq @ 9?q, RoQ 1 $9, 
(iii) Wg C R,,‘J A 84, 
(iv) .9 C Dog n &. 
Proof. 2: = rot cz-’ C9@. (Notation: “a: = b” or “c = :d” means: 
a (resp. d) is defined to be 6 (resp. c).) By definition, DoQ = ZA 3 (93q)L. If 
Do@ # (W’J)‘, then by the projection theorem there exists z # 0, x E Dog with 
z E (Wq)lA = WQ. Let .a = lim, rot 24, , u, E k-1; then 
(z, z) = lim(z, rot u,) = -lim(div x, u,) = 0. ?I n 
This contradiction proves (i). Statement (ii) is proved analogously. Let 
x E Wq, z = lim rot u, , u, E k--l, FE Dq+l. Then 
(z, div F) = lim(rot u, , div F) = -lim(u, , div div F) = 0. 
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Taking F E &gl, this yields x E R,g and therefore 
(rot z, F) + (z, div F) = 0 + 0 = 0, 
i.e., z E fig. Statement (iv) is proved analogously. 
1.3. Formulation of the Problem 
Consider a bounded region S C R3. Denoting Cartesian coordinates by xi, 
we may regard R3 as a manifold equipped with the usual orientation and 
Euclidean metric (dxi, dxj), = & . In (1.01) we shall identify E, K with 
1 -forms 
I?: = E,dxl + a.1 + E3dx3, 
~:=Kldx1+~~~+K3dx3. 
and H, J with 2-forms 
fi: = -HI dx2 A dx3 + H, dxl A dx3 - H, dxl A dx2, 
J = Jl dx2 A dx3 - J2 dxl A dx” + J3 dxl A dx2. 
Then (1.01) is equivalent to 
where 
rot i? + it0fiA = j, 
- I 
div H + i&E = K, 
E(x): Al(x) + Al(x), 
satisfying 
P(x): P(X) -+ S(X), 
v A A pi1 W, fO2 3 <P(x) H, f-02 3 POW, W, . 
uo>o 2 H 
We shall call such transformations uniformly positive definite and bounded. 
In what follows, E and p will always denote transformations of this kind with 
c(m): Ag(m) -+ B(m) and p(m): A*+l(m) + A*+l(m). Furthermore, we assume 
that E and p depend continuously on m. The boundary condition (I .02’) turns 
into 
A (rot E, @)L22(S) + (E, div @)L,V,S) = 0, 
CGcmy aq 
i.e., 
E E Z&(S) (cf. [I, p. 16, Theorem 2.61). 
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These observations show that the classical Maxwell Boundary Value Problem 
may be generalized as follows (cf. [14]): C onsider a manifold M and an open 
subset S C M with compact closure 3. Let there be given w E @, transforma- 
tions E and p (as described above), and (K; J) E&~(S) x Li+l(S). We are 
asked to find (E; H) E I&(s) x D*+l(S) satisfying 
rot E + Z’W~H = J, 
div H f  imE = K. 
The last two equations are abbreviated as follows: 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
M;“(E; H) = (J; K). (1.16) 
2. A SOLUTION THEORY FOR MAXWELL'S BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
2.1. Solutions for w Complex 
LEMMA 3. The boundary value problem (1.16) has a unique solution 
(E; H) f  I&(S) x D*+l(S) if w $ !R. 
Proof. (1.15) implies for @ E Z&(S) 
(rot E, p-l rot @) + i(H, rot @) = (J, p-l rot @). 
Using (1.14) and the definition of I&, we get 
A B(E, @): = (rot E, p-l rot @) - m2(cE, @) 
&I? 
= iw(K, @) + (J, p-l rot a). (2-l) 
Because of w $ !R, it is shown easily that the bilinear form B is strongly 
coercive over IZq (cf. [I, p. 1411). S’ mce the right-hand side of (2.1) is a con- 
tinuous linear functional on I&, there exists a unique E satisfying (2.1) (Lax- 
Milgram Theorem, cf. [1, p. 991). Putting H: = iw-$-l(rot E - J), we get 
the unique solution (E; H) of (1.16). Q.E.D. 
By this lemma, there are continuous linear operators 
such that 
S:L;+l(s) -LL,n(S), F: L,p(S) +&Q(S), 
0: L;+l(s) -+L;+ys), 8: L,n(S) +,$+1(s), 
(E; H): = (SJ + FK; OJ + r;=K) E Z&(S) x D*+l(S) 
is the unique solution of (1.16), say, f  or w = i. Before proceeding, let us 
prove two lemmas from functional analysis. 
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LEMMA 4. Assumptions: 
(i) H: Hilbert space; 01: H + H bounded, symmetric, and positive 
dejkite. 
(ii) H = X @ Y, XI Y. 
Assertion : 
(iii) H = olX @ Y with continuous projectors P, (resp. Q,J onto Ox 
(resp. Yj. 
Proof. In what follows, z, x, (resp. x, x, or y, y,,) are generic elements of 
H (resp. X or Y). 01 positive definite means 
v, Jy’ -4 b a0 II .z I?, 
Cl 
Hence we obtain 
Easy consequences of this are: (a) CLX and Y are linearly independent, (b) P, 
and Qa are continuous if they exist, and (c) H’: = CIX @ Y is closed. So it 
only remains to show that H”- = (0). Consider so E H’I. By (ii) we have 
z, = x0 + y. . But 0 = (so, yo) = 1) y. /I2 and 0 = (x0 , OLX~) 3 01~ IIx0 /I2 show 
that so = 0. 
LEMMA 5. Assumptions : 
(i) X, Y closed subspaces of some Hilbert space H. 
(ii) ,LL: H + H linear, bounded with bounded inverse 
p-k H-t H. 
(iii) H = PX @ Y with bounded projectors P, (resp. Q,) onto ~LX 
(resp. Y). 
(iv) q:H+Hlinear, boundedwithI)~--]/.II~-lll=:q<l. 
(4 II~,~~~Q~~;IIQ,II~~(~-~~-~~~. 
Assertions : 
(vi) H = 7X @ Y with bounded projectors P,, (resp. Q,J onto 7X 
(resp. Y). 
(vii) P, = f (p-lPU(p - 5))” P, . 
k=O 
(viii) Q, = f (Q,&P-~ - T~))~Q,cL~-~- 
k=O 
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Proof. That 7-l exists can be shown using Neumann’s series: 
77 -1 
k=O 
Simple estimates-together with (v)-show that the series in (vii) and (viii) 
converge and define continuous operators. Let z (resp. x or y) be generic 
elements of H (resp. X or Y). Defining P, by (vii), we have 
(vz=v +,) oP,z=P”~x=~x+P~(~-~)h:ox-~-~P~(I”-~)x 
% 
= p-lP,z 0 x = lpP,z. 
This shows two things: 
(a) any x E H can be written as z = TX + y, and 
(b) this decomposition is unique. 
Thus (vi) and (vii) are proved. Statement (viii) follows by similar computa- 
tions from the equivalent equation 
/q-1% = px + ppy. 
Returning to our original framework, we consider a continuous, symmetric, 
and positive definite operator or: L2q --+L2q. Lemmas 2 and 4 show that there 
are continuous projectors PO,, , PI,= , Qo,a , Ql,a satisfying 
J’0.u + PI., = id = Q0.a + Q1,m > 
P,,,L; = BIDoq, P,*,L,n = 9tq, 
Qo,.L,q = dROq, Ql,,L2n = 9. 
Using these projectors, we decompose the tensor fields occurring in Maxwell’s 
equations: 
E = Po,,E + Pl,,E =: e-‘E. + El, 
H = Qo.uH + QZ,,,H =: @Ho + HI , 
J = ~Qo.,xlJ + ~Q1.s*J =: Jo + PJ~ > 
K = cPo,,4K + EP~,@K =: K. + EK, , 
where E. , K, E Doq, Ho , J,, E Ri+l, El , Kl ES@, HI , Jl E @+I. Using 
Lemma 2 we get from (1.14) and (1.15) 
rot clEo + iwHo + iwpHl = Jo + pJl , 
div p-lHo + iwE, + iweE, = go + EK, . 
409/46/2-11 
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By (1.13) the underlined terms belong to Iig+l (resp. Da*), the others to 
@+I (resp. &*). Therefore, by Lemmas 2 and 4, these equations are 
valid for the underlined and nonunderlined terms separately, so Maxwell’s 
equations are equivalent to the following system: 
iwQl,uH = J1, (2.2) 
iwP,.,E = Kl , (2.3) 
rot P,J? + iwQo,,H = Jo , (2.4) 
divQ,,,H + iwcP,.,E = K, . (2.5) 
We get two results: 
(a) The discussion of Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) being trivial, solving (1.16) 
means solving (2.4) and (2.5). 
(b) The solution operators S,..., P associated with w = i decompose 
as follows (S, U (resp. T, V) denote the restrictions of S, 8 (resp. F, P) to 
Ri+l (resp. DaQ): 
Po$ = S~Qo,rr~-l, Pl$ = 0, (2.6) 
PO,,F = TEP~,~E-~, -PIgET = Pl,&d, (2.7) 
Qo,tlo = u~Qo.k~ -Ql.uo = QI,,&, (2-8) 
Qo,,p = VcP,,/, Q1,uP = 0. (2.9) 
2.2. A Solution Theory if T is Compact 
In what follows, S is an open subset of a manifold M, S is compact, and 
E, p are transformations of p-forms (resp. (a + I)-forms) on S. To E+&“(S) 
and @?%‘~+l, we introduce new scalar products: 
(F, G),: = (F, EG) Lz resp.(F, G),: = (F, pG) L;+l. 
DEFINITION 1. We shall say “the expansion theorem is valid for S, E, 
p, q” provided there exist N,a E N u (0) and orthonormal systems (with 
regard to (,I, (rev. (,>J> 
{En* 1 n E N} C ~-lD,,g and {H,q 1 n E N , n > N,Q) C +5@+1 
as well as a sequence {w,,, j n 6 N, n > Niq} C R+, w~,~ ---f co satisfying 
(i) E,‘J E I& n R,q if n < iVi4, 
(ii) n > NiQ => (E,“; H,“) E I8 x D’+l A M2n:,(EnQ; H,‘) = (0; 0), 
(iii) {E,g 1 n E N} is complete in &D,,*, 
(iv) {H,” 1 n E N, n > N,Q} is complete in @s*+l. 
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We now want to show that the usual theorems of a solution theory hold 
if we assume that only one of the solution operators S,..., V, namely T, is 
compact. We shall show later that this is true for what we call C-regions. 
THEOREM 1. If T is compact the expansion theorem is valid for S, E, CL. 
Proof. Consider Kl E D,Q and p-lJ1 E Dg+l n p-lRi+l. Then if 
-div p-l J1 = K, , we have 
I.e., 
W“‘(O; - p-‘Jd = (h; K,), 
SJl + TK, = 0. 
Consider E E ~-lD~q, H C p-lRq+l 0 , J E RZ,U+‘, K E D,q. Then putting J1: = ~LH, 
K,: = iwEE, we find 
M:;“(E; H) = (J; K) o 
E = -(l + ~9) TEE + SJ - iwTK A (1.14). 
As T is compact, there exists w,, E lR+ such that 
id + (1 + wo2) TE: c-lD,,* + e-lD,,Q 
(2.10) 
has a bounded inverse 
We define 
B: 4D0q --+ &D,,“. 
A: l -lD,,q --f E-lD,,q’, 
E t* BTEE. 
Then we have from (2.10) 
M;“(E; H) = (J; K) e 
(E - (wu2 - ~2) AE = BSJ - iwBTK A (1.14)). 
(2.11) 
Consider Kl E c-lD,,q and put E: = -iw,AK, , H: = iw;‘p-l rot E. Then 
by (2.1 I) we have 
M;;(E; H) = (0; EKE), 
(Kl , AK& = (div H + iq,EE, i&E)Lc 
= (EE, E) L; + io.$(H, rot E) Lz+’ E R. 
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Hence A is not only compact but also symmetric (in the new scalar pro- 
duct), and AK, = 0 implies Ki = 0. By known expansion theorems, there 
exist a sequence {An} C R, An -+ 0, and a complete orthonormal system 
(E,q} C clD,Q satisfying 
AE,q = h,E,q. (2.12) 
Only finitely many An may equal wo2. Let us denote them by 
x1 = .‘. zz. hNl4 = (4. 
From (2.11) and (2.12) we obtain 
rot E,q = 0, n = I,..., N,“. (2.13) 
The inequality us2 - hi1 < 0 is impossible since putting 
w n.9: = i 1 coo2 - A,1 11’2, H,‘: = icu~~qp-l rot Enq, 
we would have from (2.11) and (2.12) 
contradicting Lemma 3. So we have wo2 - Ai1 > 0 for n > N,q. We define 
w * - +(wz - X,1)1’2, It.(l’ - H,‘: = iw,tqpFL-l rot E,“. 
Then we have from (2.11) and (2.12) 
M:fq(Eng; H,‘) = (0; 01, n = Nlg + I,.... (2.14) 
It remains to show that {H,q 1 n > Nl”} is a complete orthonormal system 
in p --l9q+i. We note that we have (for n > N,Q and E E fiq) 
(p-1 rot E, Hnq), = -(E, div H,q) Lzg = -iw,,,(E, l Enq) L24. 
Taking E: = Elaq, we obtain 
(ffnq, fLq), = hm . 
Furthermore, consider GE~cL-~ rot 154, i.e., G = p-l rot E, E EI&. We 
decompose E according to Lemmas 2 and 4: 
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Because of G%Q C &Q n R,* (Lemma 2, (iii)), we may assume E E •-~&,Q without 
loss of generality. Since (E,*} is complete, we have 
E = f  (E, •E,Q)L~~ . E,Q. 
k=l 
Hence for @ E fi’$(S), we obtain 
(G, O), = -(E, div @)L,Q 
= - ncN,q ((E, EE,*) E,Q, div @)Lz’ 
N 
= lim N-tm 1 ((E, iw;:, div H,“) rot E;, @) LQ,+* 
n=NIq+l 
The last series converges because of Bessel’s inequality, and cg,+’ is dense 
in Ll+l. So we have 
G = 1 (G, H,,“), . H,Q. 
PZ>N14 
Since p-l rot fi* is dense in p-19*+1, the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose the operator 7’ is compact. Let w E C - (0) and 
(J; K) E Lz+l x L,Q. Then for the boundary value problem 
M;“(E; H) = (J; K) (E; H)E* x D*+‘, (*) 
we have a Fredholm alternative: Either 
w,,Q eigenvalues}, in which case (*) is uniquely solvable, 
(ii> . CJJ = f% q , then (*) is solvable zjj we have 
(HnQ, J) Lp,+l f  (E,Q, K) L; = 0 
for all eigenfelds (ElaQ; H,Q) belonging to unVq . 
Proof. We note 
M;“(E; H) = (J; K) e M:,“(E; -H) = (J; -K). 
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Thus, in case (ii) we may assume w = +w,,, without loss of generality. Let 
us make some decompositions as described in the preceding section: 
E = c-‘E. + E, , H = @Ho + HI , 
K = K. + EK, , J = Jo + PJl 9 
E~>K,,ED,~; El,K,&?q; Ho, J,,ER~+~; HI , J1 E @+l. 
As noted in the preceding section, (*) is solvable i f f  
W?“(J$,; ii,, = (Jo; Kc,), (Ii‘,,; t&,) E (& n E-~D,,‘) x (D*+l n p-lR;+l) 
(**I 
is solvable. In case (i), we may solve the operator equation in (2.11) and are 
done. In case (ii), let us put 
Then by (2.1 l), 
E’: = BSJ,, - iw,,BT(ww~‘Ko), 
H’: = iW&-‘(rot E’ - Jo). 
div H’ + iq,~E’ = WUJ;~K~. 
If  (E,q; H,q) is an eigenfield for w,,* = W, then 
(Enq, EE’) = iwo~~~(E~, K,,) - iw;‘(E,P, div H’) 
= ic~w~~(E,“, K,) + w~~w,&H~“, H’) 
= zLJww~~{(E~, K,) + (H2, Jo)> - iw~“w(H~, rot E’) 
= ico~;~((E~, Ko) + (Hz, Jo)> + w;~oJ~(EE~~, E’). 
Summing up, we have 
(co,,’ - w”) (Enq, EE’) = i~((En~, K,,) + (f&a”, Jo)>. (2.15) 
Now by (2.1 l), (**) is solvable i f f  
E - (coo2 - w”) AE = E’ 
is solvable for E E c-lD,,Q, and this is true i f f  (E,n, E’)E = 0 for all eigenfields 
E,q belonging to W. By (2.15) this leads to the condition 
(Enq> 4,) + (ffnq, Jo) = 0. 
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This is equivalent to the condition given in the theorem, for by Lemma 2 we 
have for J1 E S@+l, KI ~99: 
(H,n, ~11) = 0 since 
(Enq, EK,) = 0 since 
yH,” = iw-’ rot E,q E LB?‘+’ C Ri’l 1 s?Z’+~, 
GE,” E D,,q ~92”. 
3. SOME PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
The rest of this paper is devoted to proving that for a certain class of 
regions the operator T is compact, i.e., the assertions of Theorems 1 and 2 
are true. 
Let us fix some notation: 
K(P): = &b): = {Y E w / I Y I < ~1 
M: in what follows always a subset of aK(l), 
C(M): = {Y . x ) Y E (0, 1) A x E M), 
C,(M): = {Y . x 1 Y E (0, R) A x E M} = C(M) n K(R), R < 1. 
We now give a recursive definition of “C-regions”: 
DEFINITION 2. A one-dimensional “C-region” is a connected open subset 
S of a one-dimensional manifold (with compact closure S). 
DEFINITION 2’. Suppose d-dimensional “C-regions” are defined. Let S 
be a connected open subset of a (d + 1)-dimensional manifold N, and let S 
be compact. Then x E aS is called a “cone-point” if there exist a neighborhood 
U of x in N, a “C-region” M C aK,+,(l), and a C,-diffeomorphism 
7’: K,+l(l) ---f U such that ~(0) = x and T(C(M)) = U n S. S is called a 
“C-region” i f f  as consists only of cone points. 
Examples for C-regions are open subsets MC aK,(l) with a piecewise 
smooth boundary curve &Pi and thus bounded regions S C R3 with piecewise 
smooth boundary X9. 
In the following, we need some formulas in connection with cones C(M) 
and spherical coordinates. We may assume that on M we have orthogonal 
coordinates (on M and C(M) we introduce the metric and the orientation 
that are induced from kP+l): 
4: UCW+ VCMCW+‘, 
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Then C: = C(M) can be represented by 
yk u x (0, 1) c lP+1+ C(V) c c c w+1, 
(u, r) t-+ r - $w, 
and {r .f.(~) * dul,..., r .fd(tl) . dud, dr} is an orthonormal system which we 
may assume positively oriented. Therefore, defining 
@&): = flfi@> . n wrl> 
ier ier 
we find for the *-operator (I: multi-index, cf. (1.5)): 
On C: 
* du’ = dul’ A dr{r~“~-IWI(u) u(I)}, 
*(du’ A dr) = du”{rl”~-lWI(u) o(l) (--l)l”l}; 
(3.2) 
On M: 
* du’ = du”@,(u) a(l). 
(3.3) 
Consider a q-field F E Cmg(C). It can be decomposed uniquely as follows: 
F = c GI(u, r) dtJ A dr + c H.,(u, r) drc’, (3.4) 
~I~=9--1 lJl=q 
where GI , HJ are C, . For fixed r, we define 
G(r): = C GI(u, Y) du’, 
/I/=9-1 
H(r): = c H,(u, Y) duJ. 
IJj=q 
G(r) and H(T) may b e interpreted as (q - I)-forms (resp. q-forms) on M. 
From (1.1) and (1.4), we have 
dF = (dG(r)) A dr + (- 1)” H’(Y) A dr + dH(r). (35) 
Now let us consider functions 4 E Cm(O, 1) and q-fields E = C E,(u) du’ on 
M. Then C #(Y) . E,(u) dur is a q-field on C. We shall denote it by # E E. 
Then we have, by (1.1) (1.4), (3.2), and (3.3), 
*(# - E) = rd-2%,b(*E) A dr 
*(# * E A dr) = (- l)d--q rd-%,b(e.E) 
E EL$(M), 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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rot(&Y) = (- 1)” #‘E A dr + y% rot E 
rot($E A dr) = $ rot E A dr I 
E E R*(M), 
div(#E) = Y-“$J div E 
div(#E A dr) = (- 1)” r--d+2g(# . +-Bq) E 
+ r-“# div E A dr 
Furthermore, 
E E D*(M). 
E E h’(M) * #. E E l&(C), 
E E &q(M) =s +h . E A dr E Ib+l(C). 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
Proof of (3.12). We note (cf. the definition of fin(S); dim S = d) 
E E l?g( S) o /j j- dEr.F+(-l)q/ EAdF=O. (3 14) 
&Rd-el s s 
Consider FE C$+l-g-l( KP+l). On C, we can decompose it as in (3.4): 
F = G(Y) A dr + H(Y). 
Then we have 
J; #E A dF = s,’ 4(y) I[,, E A dG(r)] + (-l)“-” & [s,E A H(Y)] 1 dr 
=- lo1 j#(y)(-l)Y/MdE A G(y) + (-l)“-“Q(4jME A ff(r)l dr 
= -(-l)u~cd(#E) AF. 
Since the restrictions of fields FE C,s(~d+l) are dense in R”(C) (cf. [l, p. 16, 
Theorem 2.6]), we get (3.12). Implication (3.13) is proved similarly. Finally, 
let us note for E EL,$M), 
II # * E I12Lzg(C~) = II E l12W JoR +2q I 1cI(y>I” dy, (3.15) 
/I z,h * E A dr 112L;+l(CR) = jl E Il”L,n(M) JoR ed-” 1 I)(Y)]" dr. (3.16) 
These formulas may be proved using (3.6) and (3 7). They hold for 
# EL2(rd-2q, R), too. Here, for measurable functions p: (0, 1) --+ R+, we 
introduce the following notation: 
L,(P, 3 = J52w, Jo P) (L,-space with weight function p), 
l,(P, w = /r%lnd4 5 II %a l12L2(P, R) 1 1’2 I % EL2(P, R) * ?Z=l 
=: IlMll UP* R) < 00 - 
i 
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Ls(p, R) and Z&J, R) are Hilbert spaces with the usual scalar product. Let us 
suppose that the expansion theorem is valid for M, id, id, and all q. Let 
(I&g; H,q) denote the eigenfields. Then we may define four maps 
A: &(T~-~Q+~, R) + L,n(C,) 
MTl>I ++ n;l a,(r) E-‘(u) A dr, 
, 
3: 12(rd-2q+2, R) --f L,‘J(C,) 
wn>Np-2 ++ ,>& b,(r) fc2w A dr, 
C: 12(F2~, R’) --+ L&CR) 
[cnlnal ++ 1 G&> En*(4 
,->I 
D: Z2(rd--2*, R) + L,Q(C,) 
[4Jn>iv-l ++ c d,(r) q-w. 
n>Ny-’ 
(Our notation is a little lax; we do not note the dependence of A,..., D from 
9 and R and we do not mention that the sequences of Z,(..+) might not start 
at 1 or might terminate.) The ranges of A,..., Dare denoted by R(A),..., R(D). 
Then we have 
LEMMA 6. Suppose the expansion theorem is valid for M, id, id, and all q, 
and define A,..., D as above. Then 
(i) R(A),..., R(D) are closed and mutually orthogonal, 
(ii) L2Q(C,) = R(A) @ ... @R(D). 
Proof. By (3.15) and (3.16), A ,..., D are isometries, so their ranges must 
be closed. Orthogonality follows from (l.l), (3.2) (3.3) and 99 I Dog. For 
(ii), consider F E cm@(C,) and decompose it following (3.4). Then the expan- 
sion theorem may be applied to G(r) and H(r) and we find 
FE R(A) @ ... @R(D). 
Since &,@(C,) is dense in L&C,), this proves the lemma. 
We denote the orthogonal projections of L,Q onto R(A),..., R(D) by 
P A ,..., PD. Then we have 
LEMMA 7. Assumptions : 
(i) The expansion theorem is valid for M, id, id, and all q. 
(ii) EC @Q(C) n Dq(C). 
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(iii) [a,]: = A-lP,J, i.e. P,E = 2 a,(r) E;-:-l A dr 
7L=l 
[dJ: 2 DhlPDE, i.e. . PDE = c d,(r) Hi-l. 
n>Nf-1 
(iv) [u,~]: = A-lP, rot E, i.e. P, rot E = 1 u,R(r) En4 A dr. 
n>l 
(v) [a,“]: L 5-‘PA div E, i.e. P, div E = zlanD(r) EP,-’ A dr. 
/ 
Assertions : 
(vi) &Jr) = iw&-,r2umD(Y) (m > N;-2), 
bm’(r) = (-d + 2q - 2) T-%~(Y) - (-l)@ dmD(r) (m > iV;-2). 
(vii) c,(r) = iw& dmR(r) (m > K4>, 
c,‘(r) = (- 1)” L&R(y) (m > 1). 
(viii) dm’(r) - (- l)q iw,,a-lum(r) = (-I)’ bmR(r) (m > Ay), 
r-d+2~(rd-2~+2u,(r))’ + (- 1)4 iw,,,-, d,(y) 
= (- l)*+l A/(r) (m > Ay), 
Y -d+yy-+Q&))’ = (- I)*+1 r2CmD(r) (m < Ay). 
Proof. In the following computations, we use the isometry of A,..., D, 
the orthogonality of R(A),..., R(D), formulas (3.6)-(3.13), and the facts 
Enq E fiQ(M) n D,,@(M) and HnQ E B*+l( M) C fiq+l(M) n R;+‘(M). 
For an arbitrary # E c,(O, l), we have 
s 
’ P-~Q+%& dr = ([&I, [I,@,,]) Z2(F2qf2, 1) 
0 
= (PBE, #Hz2 A dy) L,‘(C) 
= -iw&~t,-2(E, $ rot Ez2 A dr) 
= iw&,(div E, a,kEz2 A dr) 
1 
= iw&2 
s 
Y d-2q+2r2 urn”(r) t)(y) dr. 
0 
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Furthermore, 
s 
’ (~~-+~b~)’ Z)(Y) dy 
0 
=--- 
s 
’ yd-2n+2bm#f dy 
= - &zl, [Fkml) 4(~~-~~+~, 1)
= - (P,E, #‘Hz2 A dy) L,P(C) = - (- l)‘-’ (E, rot #Hz2) 
=- (-l)*(div E, z,MI~~) = - (-1)g~1~d~2S+2d,D~dy. 
Conclusion: 
C-1) P yd-2q+2 d,D = (yd-2q+2bm)’ 
= (d - 2q + 2) yd-2g+lbm + yd-2a+2b ’ 1)2+ 
Thus (vi) is proved. The other formulas are obtained by similar computa- 
tions if we start with 
and 
s 
1 
+2g-2cmt,b dy, 
0 
i’ +2qcm’# dy, 
0 
j’d,‘# dy, 
0 
y-d+2q(yd-29+2um)’ # dy. 
Concluding this section, we note two lemmas about compactness in I,@, R). 
LEMMA 8. Assumptions : 
(i) S E R, pn > 0, pn - CO, {a} index set. 
(ii) ([~~a]} C Z2(rs, 1) bounded; ([fnoi]} C Z2(r6, 1) bounded. 
(iii) (~4~~)’ = fn . 
pLray6 ) una(~)12 dy,,< K. 
Assertion : 
(v) { [una]} contains a subsequence conweyging in Z2(r 6, 1). 
LEMMA 9. Assumptions : 
(i) y E R, /3, E Rf, fin + CO, {CL} index set. 
(ii) ivii E :yY, 1) bounded, 
2 YY+~, 1) bounded, 
{[;I]] C Z2(yy, 1) bounded, 
{[gna]} C Z2(~~-2, 1) bounded. 
(iii) (%za>' + PAU =fta=, 
Y-qYy+2zln*)’ + /!!nUn~ = g,". 
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Assertion : 
(iv) I f  R < 1, then {[ula” 1 C,]} and {[vn” 1 C,]} contain subsequences 
converging ill &,(r~, R) resp. Z2(r~+2, R). 
Let us indicate how these lemmas may be proved. The linear differential 
equations (iii) can be solved explicitly in both cases. The particular solutions 
of the inhomogeneous equations may be chosen so as to make the family of 
particular solutions relatively compact. So we only have to take care of the 
solutions of the homogeneous equations. Then, in Lemma 8, we use assump- 
tion (iv) to prove compactness. For Lemma 9, we observe that there are two 
kinds of solutions to the homogeneous equation: (a) Solutions like run, 
o’, - - co. We can have only finitely many of them, for otherwise un* would 
not belong to La(ry, I) for some 1~. (b) Solutions like Ron, pn -+ + co. For them, 
boundedness in Za(r~, 1) implies relative compactness in &(ry, R). 
4. T IS COMPACT 
We are now ready to prove compactness of T by induction on d as described 
in the introduction. The solution operators S,..., V depend on E and CL. Let 
us denote this by writing S,,, ,..., V,., . We have 
THEOREM 3. If &d,id and Tid,id are compact, then s,., and T,,, are 
compact for all E, CL. 
Proof. 6,: = SE + (I - s) . id, s E [0, 11, ps is defined analogously. 
In the proof of Lemma 3, we showed that S, ,..., V, are bounded with 
respect to s E [0, I]. Define 
C: = (s E [0, l] ( S, and T, are compact). 
(a) Let s E C, t E [0, I], and KE D,q. Define 
(4; Hz): = (T,K; VA); (Et; ff,): = (T,R V&j, 
I.e., 
rot E. - ,uQHS = 0, 
div H, - E,E;. = K. 
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Subtracting the analogous equations for (E,; H,), we get 
rot(Es - Et) - cls(H, - H,) = - (pt - ps) Ht , 
div(H, - H,) - E,(E, - E,) = - (et - l s) E, , 
rot(Es - Et) - ~t(Hs - H,) = - (pt - /LJ Hs , 
div(H, - H,) - E,(E, - E,) = - (et - l s) ES. 
Thus from (2.7) and (2.9), we obtain 
Because of s E C, the operators PO,E,Tt and Pl,,tTt are compact. For 
1 t - s / sufficiently small, Lemma S(vii) shows that P,, E = BPO,,, for some ’ 1 
bounded operator B. Therefore 
is compact. A similar proof applies to S, . So C is open. 
(b) C is closed, too, for under (a) we proved in particular that S, and 
T, depend continuously on t. By assumption 0 E C, so we obtain 1 G C, i.e., 
the assertion of the theorem. 
DEFINITION 3. Let C: = C(M) be a cone. We consider families 
(Eb} C Rq n D satisfying 
I/ E”ll I&‘(C) + 11 rot E” I/ Li+l(C) + II div E” /I IL-l(C) < K. (4.1) 
We say “the expansion theorem is valid for C” if for every q, every R E (0, l), 
and all such families the family of restrictions, {Ea I CR} is relatively compact 
in Laq(CR). 
LEMMA 10. If the expansion theorem is valid for M, id, id, and all q, 
then the selection theorem is valid for C(M). 
Proof. Consider a family (Ea} C 2’~ n DQ satisfying (4.1). As in Lemma 7, 
we put [anal: = A-lPAEa,..., [a$*]: = A-‘PA rot Em, etc. In Lemma 8, we 
Put 
&. _ %I . - c, f,“: = (-d + 2q - 2) Y-‘&~ - (-I)* d,D+, 
6: = d - 2q + 2, pn: = w,/+~. 
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Then Lemma 7 (vi) shows that the assumptions of Lemma 8 hold, which 
implies relative compactness of {[bna]} in Zz(rd-2*, 1) and hence of {P,IP} 
in t2”(C). Similarly, putting 
m.- a 
% . - cn 9 fn”: = (-1)” a;‘“, 6: =d-2q, 
y,: = 
1” 
n < Nl*, 
.wn,* n>N* 1 Y 
we see that {PcP} is relatively compact in L2q(C). For P, and P, , we first 
treat the case n > IV:-’ putting 
unn : = (--I)” d,E, v,a: = -i~,~, 
f;: = b,R*=, gna: = (- 1)” $C,D’Q, 
y: = d - 2q, Pa: = %,P-1 * 
Application of Lemma 9 yields the desired compactness result for [a,~] and 
[dQa] in the relevant sequence spaces apart from a rest [ala,..., a+ , 0, O,...]. 
For this rest, we use Lemma 8 putting 
1 
un-(r): = i 
d-2*+2%OL(r) ; if n < N:-‘, 
otherwise, 
fnm(r): = Ii- l)‘+l rd-2q+2~k’sa zher=z X’-‘7 
6: = -d + 2q - 2, 
! 
0 
pn: = 
n < Nt-‘, 
n n > NF-‘. 
Thus {PAI+) and (P,EQ} are relatively compact in L,(C,), and the proof is 
complete. 
LEMMA 11. Assumption : 
(i) The selection theorem is valid for the cone C. 
(ii) { Ga} C L,‘J( C), bounded. 
(iii) R E (0, I] and {G* 1 C,} is relatively compact in L,(C,) for all 
p < R. 
(iv) P,, (resp. PI) is the orthogonal projections onto D,g(C) (resp. @q(C)). 
Assertion : 
(v) {P,G”l / C,} and {PIGa 1 C,} are relatively compact in L,q(C,) for all 
p < R. 
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Proof. Let p < R be given. Choose r E (p, R) and put es(y) = 0 if 
/ y / < Y and G”(y) = p(y) if / y ) > Y. Then PI& E fiQ(C), rot PIea = 0, 
div PIGa 1 C, = 0, 11 PIG@ 11 < K. W e c oose 4 E C&rW&) satisfying 4(y) = 1 h 
if 1 y 1 < p and b(y) = 0 if 1 y / > Y. Then the selection theorem may be 
applied to {+PIeti} and we find that {PI@ / C,} is relatively compact. 
(P,(@ - &) j C,} and hence {P,G”l / C,) are relatively compact by (iii). The 
rest follows from (iii) and P,, = id - PI . 
LEMMA 12. Let S be a (d + I)-dimensional C-region and suppose the 
selection theorem holds for all cones C(M) C !F+l provided M is a C-region. Then 
the solution operators 
Tid,id: D,P(S) -L:(S), Sid,id: PO,1 + L,*(S) 
are compact. 
Proof. Consider bounded families {Ka} C D,,Q(S) and {J”} C Ri+l(S) and 
Put 
I.e., 
Ea: = Tid,idKOL + Sid,idp, 
rot Ea - HD = J*, 
div Ha - Em = Ka. 
(4.2) 
We would like to show 
For every z E S, there exists a neighborhood V of z such that 
{Em I Y n S} is relatively compact in L,Q( V n S). (4.3) 
This is easily proved if z E S (Rellich’s Selection Theorem and [5]). If z E &S, 
we use the diffeomorphism 7: Kd+l(O, 1) ---f U with r(U n S) = C(M) =: C 
(Definition 2’). With the aid of 7* (cf. Section l.l), we define the following 
fields on C: 
j+: = y+Ea fiy = (-l)(n+lHd-Q) * ef+ * Ha, 
Ify = (&-,+I) * ,y+ * K”, jy = ?*p’. 
Then we have from (1.6), (l.lO), and (4.2), 
rot.??--&=ja, div l?= - && = Km, 
& = (-l)W4fl’ * 7* * (T*)-1, 
p : = (-l)‘Q+l”d-“’ 7* * (7*)-’ *. 
(4.4) 
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e and p are symmetric and uniformly positive definite and bounded which can 
be seen from (1.9)-( 1.11). Furthermore, we may assume e(0) = id. Therefore, 
for arbitrary 6, there exists R E (0, &] such that 
11 c(y) - id II < S if IY I <2R. (4.5) 
Choose q% E Cms( Rd+l) with 4(y) = 1 if 1 y 1 < R and 4(y) = 0 if 1 y 1 > 2R, 
and define 
(D; I+): = (@y@), 
(fn; I?=): = (+p - rot 4 A Em; $KU - (-1)4(d-@ * (rot + A * Aa)). 
Then from (1.2) and (4.4) we have 
(4.6) 
Em E &Q(S) implies I? E fiq(C) (cf. (1.9)-(1.11) and (3.14)). Now let us decom- 
pose Maxwell’s operator as in Section 2.1. Like there, PO,, and Pl,c denote 
the projections for the decomposition 
&Q(C) = c-lDoQ(C) 0 BQ(C) =: P,*,JQ(C) @ P,,&J(C). 
We further introduce the orthogonal projections PO (resp. PI) onto D,q (resp. 
B?*) as well as the projections PO,, and Pr,E for the decomposition 
L,*(C) = D,*(C) @ d%*(C) =: &&,Q(C) @ &&Q(C). 
Then we have 
Po,p = E-lPo*. ) PI,/1 = E-lPl,< . 
From (2.3) and (4.6) we get 
P,,J? = -Pl*cE-lR~ = -c&F1 ,I& 
We may assume I( E(Y) - id 11 < S everywhere since supp I?,... C C,, . So, 
for 6 sufficiently small, we may apply Lemma 5 (vii) (putting X: = B?q, 
Y: = D,,g, p: = id, 7: = E) and obtain 
or 
PI,< = E f [P,(id - e)]” PI 
k=O 
PJ? = - f [P,(id - E)]” PIRm. 
k=O 
(4.7) 
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Similarly putting X: = D,q, Y: = 9?q, CL: = id, and 7: = c-1, we find from 
Lemma 5 (vii) 
f’O,F-@ = l m1 f  [P&id - c-r)]” PO@. 
k=O 
(4.7’) 
In C, , we have from (1.10) and Lemma 2, 
div P,ke = div ii* = 0, rot P,Ra = 0, 
div PO& = 0, rot P,l? = rot EN = T* rot Ea, 
P,R” E &Q(C), PoEa E I&(C). 
Using the same technique as in the proof of Lemma 10, we find that 
PIKa I Co) and {POE’ I Co> are relatively compact if p < R. Repeated applica- 
tion of Lemma 10 shows that the partial sums of the series (4.7) and (4.7’) 
have the same property. Since these series converge uniformly with respect 
to 01, we see that the same must be true for (ZP 1 C,>. Thus (4.3) and hence the 
lemma is proved. 
5. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The following results are true for C-regions and uniformly positive definite 
and bounded E, p. 
THEOREM 4. T,., and S,., are compact. 
Proof. We only need to prove that Tra,id and Srd,ra are compact (Theo- 
rem 3). This is true for l-dimensional C-regions (by Rellich’s Selection 
Theorem). Now if this is true for d-dimensional C-regions, we have, in 
particular, for d-dimensional C-regions M C a&+,( 1) an expansion theorem 
(Theorem 1). This implies the selection theorem for all (d + I)-dimensional 
cones C(M) if M is a C-region (Lemma 10) and therefore that Srd,ra and 
T,d,ia are compact for all (d + 1)-d imensional C-regions (Lemma 12). 
This concludes the proof by induction. 
By Theorem 4, we have as corollaries from Theorems 1 and 2: 
THEOREM 1’. The expansion theorem holds for all S, E, IL, and q. 
THEOREM 2’. For Maxwell’s boundary value probk??n, a Fredholm alter- 
native holds (as described in Theorem 2). 
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